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About This Game

OVERVIEW
This is a VR supported Game, you can walk and interact with everything with your handle.

You will stand in a strange room, and must find the clue and solve the puzzles to escape.
Be careful， so you won't miss any useful object in the room.

And also be patient，if you feel confused , just try to "destroy" something in the room.
Don't hesitate, put on your VR headset and be a detective in this virtual world.

HOW TO PLAY
Most of the objects in this room is interactive,some are useful to solve the puzzle，such as the mirror,the clock,the PC,etc.while

others are just for fun.
But that is all I can tell you. It is important and also joyful to gather up all the clues and escape from the room by yourself.

TIPS
1,If you really stuck in the game, press "menu" button and you can find help content

2,Sometimes, when you make everything in a mess, it will be hard to find some thing, you can just restart the game
3,You can change the language,the game support Chinese and English
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Genre: Adventure, Simulation
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TiStar Game
Publisher:
TiStar Game
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows7,windows10

Processor: i5-6300

Memory: 4000 MB RAM

Graphics: gtx-970

English,Simplified Chinese
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After only about 20 minuets i got stuck. I am very confident what i was doing was meant to work but it seems the items are not
working correctly and the hint was to something that could not be interacted with. I may be wrong but there are bugs.. I
thoughroly enjoyed this game a very well though escape room.
My only problem wasthat the puzzels where pointless i didn`t have to any of them exept the obviouse ones so I was able to
escape while only compleating the one line of puzzels becuse i was able to guess the rest of it.
How ever a very nice escape room.. Funny, tiny escape room. Ok puzzles. Took half an hour to solve.. Pretty good for the
money! I liked it. Half an hour of basic escape room. The physics are really twitchy and it was really difficult to pick things up
from floor level. There are a few puzzles to figure out and they are OK. Overall it just feels really generic. It's not expensive,
but at the same time it's fiddly and not massively satisfying. If you see it on sale then maybe, but there are a bunch of far better
examples of the genre available, especially if you spend a little more money.
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